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About the Cover Page:

This drawing was made by 5 year old Iya. Iya loves to draw and uses art as a
medium of creative expression. Iya also loves Angels and Fairies and believes
that they are here to help us whenever we call out to them.

In the cover page drawing, she has shown that the Earth is on fire due to
Global Warming and because of this, the water levels are rising which can
cause Earth to drown.

However, Iya says ‘Inspite of all this, have faith, as the Angels are watching over the Planet and
will keep it safe’.

Calling out to all young artists in the IITRAAA
Family.

VAANI would like to promote the creativity of the children of our
members. Ask your child to draw a picture derived out of his/her inner
instincts within. Please do not push through, the theme into his mid. We
want them to be driven by their own free thoughts.

Over the next four issues in the coming year (July 2017, Oct 2017, Jan 2018 and April 2018), we
will be selecting drawings of your children/grandchildren aged 3-8 years, as the cover pager of
VAANI.

Send in the entries of your budding creative artists for the July’2017 issue latest by June 15th

2017. Along with the scanned copy of the drawing, send us the name, age, photograph and a small
write up about the child as well as a small write up about the theme of the drawing.

Let VAANI be the showcase where you exhibit your child’s creative imagination and then
watch the world applaud your little one’s talents.
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Dear VAANI Readers,

My greetings to you all

There were no significant social or cultural events in
IITRAAA during the last three months. However our
spirits have not dried up. The association continued to
contribute in philanthropy and other social activities.
This issue brings out the interesting story of struggle of
one of our members. As a part of ‘Know your Indian
Values Campaign’  the significance of ‘Janeu’ has been  brought out in this issue. Of course owing
to our continued quest for discovering the achievers of IITR and PAN-IIT alumni, we have in-
cluded the story of few of them. You will be happy to know about our indigenous geo-positioning
system “IRNSS & GAGAN”  under the Science & Technology Columns.
The cover page design sounds the story of a child girl who could express her free thinking about
the world and its surroundings in an art work.  We want more children to come up and be known
for their latent talents.

With kind regards and wishing the happy forthcoming quarter ‘April-July 2017’.

Vijai Kumar
Editor- VAANI-The Voice of IITRAAA

Vijai11946@yahoo.co.uk,  iitraaavaani@gmail.com
mob no 09327008244

EDITOR’S DESK
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She dreamt to be a doctor while schooling. She
appeared for medical entrance after 12th and
got through the admission in All India Institute
of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) in 1959.
However the cruel tyranny of time changed her
course midway. She could not join the
prestigious institute because of financial
constraints. Recovering back from the great
setback, she decided to appear in IIT Roorkee
(then University of Roorkee) entrance as
Roorkee was her own home town and she could
complete the engineering education at much
lower cost than the medical education.
However she encountered another road block to
adopt this stream too. As she passed 12th in
1959 with biology stream she could not appear
in engineering entrance. She needed 12th with
maths stream for this. With firm determination
next year she appeared in 12th exams with
maths and got through. Now, as she was
qualified to appear in Roorkee entrance exams,
she took the test in 1960 and got selected for
the branch of her choice ’Architecture’. This
was a five year course. She still needed some
more finances in addition to what her parents
could afford. She applied for an educational
loan from U P Government and succeeded in
bagging a grant of Rs 100/month. Now her
dreams started becoming true. She joined
University of Roorkee in 1960 in B. Arch
course and successfully completed the same in
1965. Financial dependency on parents was
coming to an end.

While studying at Roorkee, she came in contact
with her classmate Atul. The caring, sharing
and charming person won her heart. The five
year stint in Roorkee brought them closer. They
decided to get married after their education in
Roorkee. However the families of both side had
reservations because of cultural and regional
differences (Atul was a Bengali). Both of them

together had overcome this hurdle also, through
their firm resolve and tactful manoeuvre with
their respective families, and  got married in
1965. As Atul belonged to Ahmedabad they

both shifted there. She joined the office of
Chief Architect of Gujarat. Atul was posted for
the Gandhinagar Capital Project Office.
Initially they lived with Atuls’s joint family.
However with their first daughter born, they
shifted to a new house in Ahmedabad. The
daughter brought great happiness in their life.
The happiness lived short as Atul suddenly
suffered a brain stroke. It took quite a long time
for him to completely recover. During the
period of convalescence his job was at stakes.
Finances started shrinking as both were on
frequent long leave or half pay or no pay leave
for about a year. It became hard to survive.
Fortunately due to good contacts Atul had in
Ahmedabad,  he attempted to start private
consultancy with his wife’s support. The
consultancy evoked very good response from
the prospective clients.  Encouraged with this,
they opened their own consultancy firm ‘M/S
Mukerjee & Kumar Vastu Nirman’and resigned
from Government job. Atul took almost 5 years
to completely recover  from the ailment. She
fought the odds valiantly during this tough
period on three fronts ‘house hold, child care
and earning bread’.

Thereafter they were god gifted with another

IITRAAA -NEWS
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BUT FOR DESTINY SHE WOULD HAVE
BEEN A MEDICAL DOCTOR
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daughter. The life started sailing smoothly.
Both the daughters took professional education
and settled in their respective jobs abroad.
Loneliness hit them again to start the life all
over again. To beat the emptiness they became
more socially and professionally  active. The
twosome were among the founder members of
the Roorkee University Alumni Association
(RUAA), now known as IIT Roorkee Alumni
Association in Ahmedabad (IITRAAA). They
took keen interest in organizing its activities.
Atul was very good in accounts keeping, and
hence became its permanent treasurer. They
were a highly
loved couple in
the association
because of their
pleasing nature.

On 26th Jan
2001, a big
earth quake hit
Gujarat bringing
calamities in its cities & villages, more severely
in Kutch region. Thousands of people died and
many more became homeless. Some of the
villages were completely razed in Bhuj district
and the people were without shelter within
seconds of the quake during the bitter winter
that year. As a member-secretary of the
Earthquake Rehabilitation Committee
constituted by The Indian Institute of
Architects, Gujarat State Centre, she
contributed in designing and organizing
erection of temporary shelters for schools,
Panchayat houses, health centers and ration
shops. A Total 425 shelters using bamboo,
mats, tarpaulins and ropes, were made for 40
villages within 3 months. This was a great
contribution made by her, out of philanthropic
sense, for mitigating the effects of earthquake
in a short time.

As the time elapsed by with ups and downs,
Atul Mukerjee fell sick again and left her for
his heavenly abode on June 28’2009. She was
totally broken as she had to start a new life
once again with a purpose yet to be figured. As

she was a born fighter she would not give up.
She decided to acquire higher education and
obtained the Post graduate degree M Arch in
2015 at the age of 71, from CURAJ (Central
Technology University, Rajasthan). Now she is
a Professor in an engineering college in
Ahmedabad teaching architecture subjects.

The charming beautiful girl we have been
mentioning hitherto is Kumud Rani fondly
known as Mrs Kumud Mukerjee   now, after
marriage. The handsome boy she married to
was Atul Mukerjee. Born in 1939 in Delhi she
is 78 now. VAANI commends her courage and
perseverance showed by her in handling the
moments of agonies and distress during her
struggle days and wish her a peaceful, healthy
and purposeful life ahead.

Janeu is a holy thread that every Hindu is
expected to wear. Whether there is any
scientific logic in wearing janeu  is  not known
yet, however firm belief and ancient hindu
traditions among Brahmins and  many other
Hindu casts make them follow this holy
practice. The tradition is followed by the hindus
living along length and breadth of India.  Even
today.

There are many type of janeus. Brahmgandh
Janeu (with 5 knots or 3 knots) is meant for
Brahmins. Vishnugandh Janeu (with one knot),
meant for other classes. In case a Brahmin
desires to become scholarly in the Vedas, he
must wear janeu at 5 years of age. If a
Kshatriya desires to gain strength, he should
wear janeo at 6 and if a Vaishya desires for
success, he must wear the Janeu at 8 years of
age. Janeu is generally made of cotton thread;
however Kshatriya and Vaishya wear threads
made out of hempen and wool respectively.

Brahmins celebrate the development of a boy
through "Upanayanam Samskara" (sacred
thread ceremony). The ceremony is generally
observed between the ages of seven and

5
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fourteen. In case the ceremony could not take
place due to any reason all through this age
period, then it is required to be done before the
marriage. The purpose of thread ceremony is to
prepare a young man to share the
responsibilities of elders. The ceremony begins
with the chanting of 'Gayatri Mantra’. The
thread is twisted in upward direction to make
certain that 'Sattwaguna' prevails. The
ceremony also suggests that the wearer of
'Janeu' can participate in the family rituals,
from now on.

Brahmins use 'Janeu' thread with three strands.
The belief by followers of the tradition differ
from sect to sect. The popular ones are stated
here

1.The three strands stand for the Hindu Trinity
of Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh.

2. A symbolical  of Mahasarasvati ,
Mahalakshmi and Mahakali.

3. Related to past, present and future.

4. Three qualities - sattva, rajas and tamas.

5. Sign of three states-wakefulness, dream and
deep sleep.

6. Signify three dimensions of Heaven
(swarga), Earth (mrityuloka) and patal loka.

Yet another scentific thinking is that janeu

influences the Ida, pingala and susumna nadi,
through which the 'kundalini' (hidden) energy
reveals in 'prana' and realization.

Following are the Do’s and Don’ts which are
followed by those  who believe in Janeu.

 To attend or perform any auspicious
ceremony, one should wear 'janeu' hanging
from the left shoulder (Upaviti).

 For attending or performing inauspicious
event, one should wear 'janeu' hanging from
the right shoulder (Prachnaviti).

 In case the person wears 'janeu' round the
neck like a garland, then, he is called as
'Niviti'.

 While going for daily ablutions or doing
impure tasks, the holy thread must be raised
and its upper part ought to be put behind ear.

 Males and females both can wear 'janeu', yet
females should wear it around the neck.

 Following a birth or death in the family,
janeu' should be removed and again a new
thread ought to be worn after 15 days of
event.

 One must replace the old or broken thread
with a new thread.
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The EC committee 2017-18, for IITRAA-
Roorkee has been declared elected after online
voting by the IITR alumni in India and abroad.
Following are the key members of the
c o m m i t t e e  a s  d e c l a r e d  o n
iitraa.almaconnect.com website.

Sri A K Gupta (BE-71),           Vice President

Sri D S Pawar (BE-93)              Jt Secretary

Sri N K Sharma (BE-79)         Treasurer

And other 15 EC members.

The Post of President and Secretary is
nominated by IITR.

IITRAA-Roorkee is the apex body of IITRAA
and is expected to be closely linked with all the
chapters in India and abroad. Important
information exchange between these chapters is
one of the important task to be performed
efficiently by all either through emails or
respective websites. The second important task
is to maintain, update, use and share the master
alumni data-base among various chapters and
IITR. There were some lapses in the contact
email addresses during online voting 2017-18
for which many members might not have been

able to vote.

It is also desirable that the important news and
highlights about our Alma Mater are also
shared with global alumni population in India
and other world countries. The news about the
change in Directorship and announcement of
Distinguished Alumni are few of the important
information our global Alumni would like to
know. After all, our entire motto is to remain
connected and know about our achievers &
important events of our Alma Mater.

Fondly known as the flyover man of Delhi, Sri
Dinesh Kumar, Former Engineer in Chief Delhi
PWD was awarded the National Gaurav Award
at Vigyan Bhawan on 25th February 2017 by
Union Minister Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi. Earlier
he got ‘Delhi Gaurav Award (VAANI April
2016)’. He is well known for building a number
of flyovers in Delhi. He also has to his credit
the completion of 1700 km roads in Bihar
during 2006 – 2009.

Sh. Dinesh Kumar is an engineering alumnus
from 1977 batch from IIT Roorkee.

IITR AND IITR AA NEWS (from the IITR website)
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COMMITTEE 2017-18 FOR IITRAA
ROORKEEE, THE APEX BODY OF ALL

IITRAAs

YET ANOTHER FEATHER IN HIS CAP

NECTAR  OF THE WORDS  SPOKEN BY LATE DR APJ ABDUL KALAM

 If you want to shine like a sun, first burn like a sun

 Without your involvement you can’t succeed. With your involvement you can’t fall

 What you imagine, is what will transpire. What you believe is what you will achieve.

 All of us do not have equal talent. But all of us have an equal opportunity to develop our talents

 Formula to be happy in life ‘Enjoy the success of others’

 To succeed in your mission, you must have single-minded devotion in your goal.

 If you are born with fame, it is an accident. If you die with fame, it is an achievement.

 If you salute your duty, you need not salute any body. If you pollute your duty, you have to salute
everybody.

 Diversity always presents opportunities for introspection.
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PAN-IIT NEWS (from the websites and news items)

Professor Michel
Danino, a Guest
Professor at IIT
Gandhinagar since
2011, received
‘ P a d m a  S h r i
Award’ this year.
He contributed in
c r e a t i n g  a n d
managing the Institute’s Archaeological
Sciences Centre and taught courses on India's
heritage and ancient history.

Michel Danino was born in 1956
at Honfleur (France) into a family which had
emigrated from Morocco. He was attracted to
India from an early age. Yogis of India, Sri
Aurobindo and The Mother particularly
attracted him. In 1977, dissatisfied after four
years of higher scientific studies, he left France
for India, where he has since been living.

In ‘The Invasion that Never Was (2000)’, he
criticized the "Aryan invasion theory".  Danino
asserted “Aryans are indigenous to India”. He
spent a few years in Auroville, Tamil Nadu.
Later, he lived in the Nilgiri mountains for two
d e c a d e s .  I n  2 0 0 3  h e  s e t t l e d
near Coimbatore and acquired Indian
citizenship.

"The news of the Padma Shri award for me
came as a surprise. While I feel deeply
honoured, the award has also evoked in me a
stronger feeling of responsibility and
commitment to contribute to what I have been
pursuing in the last 40 years," Danino said on
the occasion.

Prof Danino has been teaching courses which
give a broad panorama of the Indian culture and
civilization. He played a key role in
establishing Centre for Archaeological
Sciences at IIT Gandhinagar.

Named after BHIM of Mahabharat, a versatile
drone has been developed by IIT Kharagpur.
It’s specific features like state-of-the-art
protection shield, superior imagery makes it
unique among its peers. It can create a Wi-Fi
zone within nearly 1-km radius and has a
battery backup for seven hours. It can fly into a
disaster (or war) zone and create a seamless
communication network for security forces,
rescue personnel and even the common man.
Robust battery back up enables it to sustain
long flight duration. In emergency it can drop
supplies,  operate in remote areas, find breach
in boundary walls and perform many other
emergency operations, ideally suited for
disaster management

Development of drones has also been
happening in other IITS also, in the past. Drone
development is becoming a passion among the
students in IITs these days. To enable wider
applications in field, it may be a good idea to
pool up the resources in all IITs and convert the
development into a national project for which
the application requirements need to be
consolidated.

PADMA AWARD FOR IITGN PROFESSOR IIT KHARAGPUR DEVELOPS BHIM

It has become appallingly obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity.
Albert Einstein
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AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION USING
INDIAN POSITIONING SYSTEM

During Aircraft landing, the most critical phase
of an Aircraft flight, a horizontal positioning
accuracy of 16 m and a vertical positioning
accuracy of 5-8 m of the aircraft is required.
This article discusses about Terrestrial
Navigation Techniques, used presently to
navigate aircrafts and Satellite Navigation
Techniques, that will come into operation in
near future over Indian Airspace.

Terrestrial Radio Navigation Techniques:
There are two popular Terrestrial Radio
Navigation Techniques used in Aircraft
Navigation today in India. They are VOR/DME
(VHF Omni-directional Range and Distance
Measuring Equipment) and ILS (Instrument
Landing System). VOR/DME gives the Pilot on
an Aircraft, the bearing (angle between the air
strip and the flight path) and distance to the
Runway. ILS provides vertical and horizontal
guidance to the Pilot, while landing.

VOR is basically a Radio Transmitter on the
ground, located near a Runway at an Airport. It
transmits two Radio signals. One signal
transmitted is Omni-directional and called as a
Master signal. The second signal is a rotating
signal, out of phase with the Master signal, by
an angle equal to the Bearing. A Receiver on
the Aircraft, while landing, receives both the
signals and measures the phase difference
between the two signals, which is equal to the
bearing. DME basically consists of two Radio
Transponders, one on the Ground (Runway)
and the other one on the Aircraft. The aircraft
Transponder  measures the elapsed time
between transmission and reception of a
transmitted pulse signal from the Aircraft to the
Ground Transponder and the multiplication of
this by velocity of light, gives the aircraft its
distance to the Ground Station (Airport
Runway). Knowing the distance to the ground
Station and its bearing, the Pilot will be able to
locate the Centre of the Runway correctly and

land.

T h e
In s t r u me n t
L a n d i n g
System (ILS)
is a precision
r u n w a y
approach aid
to provide
pilots with
vertical and
h o r i z o n t a l
g u i d a n c e
during the
landing approach.  An ILS Transmitter, located
at the end of a runway, consists of a Localiser
(LOC) and a Glideslope (GS). LOC transmits
two narrow intersecting beams, one slightly to
the right of the runway centerline and the other
slightly to the left. The intensity of Radio
transmissions are equal along the runway and
this provides the Azimuthal guidance. It helps
the pilot to land along the runway. GS, too
transmits two beams, but in vertical direction. It
is beamed up at an angle, and helps the pilot to
judge whether he is too high or too low on
landing. The Glideslope (GS) defines the
correct vertical descent profile. By making sure
he is centered on both the beams at the same
time, Pilot is guided right down to the end of
the Runway. Marker beacons and high intensity
runways lights may also be provided as aids to
the use of an ILS.

The accuracy of ILS is good enough, when
the visibility is very good. It is good enough for
guiding an aircraft for landing and at final
moments, the pilot judges and manually
controls the speed and direction, for safe
landing. If the visibility is not good, the aircraft
may not be able to land safely and the pilot may
decide to take off again and land in some other
airports nearby. Satellite Navigation
Techniques, like GPS are now tried out to
overcome these difficulties.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Dr M R Sivaraman
Retd Scientist ISRO

dr.manjeri.r.sivaraman@gmail.com
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Satellite Navigation Techniques: To
overcome the limitations of VOR/DME and
ILS, ISRO has developed two Satellite Based
Navigation systems viz. GAGAN (GPS Aided
Geostationary Satellite Augmented Navigation)
and IRNSS (Indian Regional Navigation
System). Satellite Based Navigation
Techniques, unlike VOR/DME and ILS,
provides the Pilot the accurate position of the
aircraft and knowing the accurate position of
the Runway, apriori, the pilot can land the
aircraft safely.

The most popular Satellite Navigation System
is Global Positioning System (GPS) of US. A
GPS Civilian Navigation Receiver, receives
transmissions from at least 4 GPS satellites and
determine the distance to the 4 satellites. It also
collects Navigation Data (viz. satellite orbital
parameters, satellite clock correction and
Ionospheric correction parameters), that can be
used for GPS satellite position determination,
satellite clock offset correction and Ionospheric
Correction on the received signals. A GPS
Receiver on an Aircraft can give a positioning
accuracy of 100m horizontal and 150 m
vertical. This is not sufficient for safe Aircraft
Landing. GAGAN is basically an
Augmentation to the existing GPS satellites,
that can give better accuracy than 5 m.
GAGAN consists of a network of Ground
Reference Stations known as INRES  (Indian
Reference Stations). They have Dual Frequency
GPS Receivers, that collect ranging data from
all visible GPS satellites and transmit them in
real time to an  Indian Master Control Centre
(INMCC). INMCC computes corrections for
Satellite Ephemeris (Satellite Orbital
Parameters), Satellite clock and Ionosphere,
which are better than GPS transmitted and send
them to an Indian Uplink Station (INLUS).
These Navigation data are transmitted to the
Aircrafts using a Indian Geostationary
Satellites GSAT-8 and GSAT-11. This is
received by Aircraft GPS Receiver, in addition
to GPS signals. The Aircraft Receiver uses
these corrected values, instead of broadcast

values from GPS to correct GPS observations
and get improved accuracy of better than 5m,
that is sufficient for safe landing of aircrafts.
GAGAN has been tested successfully by ISRO
and will be in operation soon, to replace ILS.
As per DGCA the aircrafts  flying over Indian
space shall use GAGAN for aircraft navigation
in conjunction with ILS by 2019.

IRNSS, also known as “NAVIC” is an
independent Regional Satellite Navigation
System, that will provide positioning service
over an area including Indian subcontinent plus
around 1500 km beyond the Indian
Geographical area, has been developed by
ISRO. It is now partially operational over India
and the accuracy of positioning is around 20 m.
“NAVIC” was developed by ISRO, because
access to foreign government-controlled Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), like
GPS, is not guaranteed in hostile situations, as
happened to the Indian military in 1999, when
it was dependent on the American Global
Positioning System (GPS) during the Kargil
War.

IRNSS consists of 7 satellites in orbit, 3
Geostationary Satellites located at 340, 830 and
1320 East and four inclined (inclination of 290)
Geosynchronous Satellites at Longitudes
crossing equator at 550 and 1110 East (a pair of
satellites 180 degree apart  in the same plane).
The satellites carry, like GPS satellites, an
Atomic Clock (stability better than 10-12), S
band and L Band Transmitters, a Memory to
store Navigation Data, computed by IRNSS
MCC and uplinked from IRNSS Telemetry and
Command Station, PRN code generators (both
civilian and encrypted codes). Like GPS, the
Navigation Data along with PRN code will be
modulated on S and L Band (1176.45 MHz and
2492.028 MHz) and transmitted continuously
to the users as shown in the figure below. A
network of IRNSS Ranging and Integrity
Monitoring Stations will receive the
transmissions from all 7 satellites and send
them to IRNSS MCC (Master Control Centre).
IRNSS MCC computes Satellite Ephemeris,

10
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Satellite clock correction and Ionosphere
Correction parameters and transmit

them to IRNSS Telemetry & Command
Station, which will transmit this to the
respective satellites for onboard storage and
transmission to the users. The user IRNSS
Receiver will work similar to a GPS Receiver

in operation and will have an accuracy of 20m.
However it is not sufficient for Precision
Landing of Aircrafts in Airports. A
“Differential IRNSS” system can be used to
provide 2-3 m accuracy, which can provide
Precision Landing Services for Aircrafts in
future.

IRNSS Ranging &
Monitoring Station

IRNSS Ranging &
Monitoring Station

IRNSS MCC
IRNSS Telemetry &
Command stattion

IRNSS User

ROOT BRIDGE IN MEGHALAYA

The living root
b r i d g e s  o f
Meghalaya are
made by a unique
technique that
r e q u i r e s  t r e e
shaping. The aerial
roots of living
banyan trees are
combined with
other objects and
trained to reach
over a stream or
river and attach
themselves on the
other side.

IRNSS SYSTEM
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INDIA LAUNCHES 104 SATELLITES BY ONE ROCKET (ISRO website0

India has achieved distinction and made history among space faring nations by launching a world
record 104  satellites by India’s work horse rocket PSLV flight no 37. It carried the main giant
Indian Remote Sensing Satellite CARTOSAT-2 weighing 714 kg. This is meant for earth
resources survey related applications. It carried, in addition, two Indian Nano Satellites (INS) as
well as 101 satellites of other countries, all in the category of nano satellites. All of them were put
in 505 km polar Sun Synchronous Orbit (SSO). The challenge in launching 104 satellites in the
same orbit is to ensure that they do not collide  with each other while in orbit.

BEGGAR AWARDED RS 1 LAKH (TOI website)

Beggar Khimji Prajapati living in Mehsana (Gujarat)  has
been titled as ‘Literacy Hero’ by Rotary Club of India. The
award consists of prize money of Rs one lakh and a citation
for philanthropy activities towards society'. The beggar
expressed his sentiments by saying “I am more content when
I can give something to the needy”

Prajapati  (68) appeared in news when he donated ear-rings to
10 anganwadi girls in Magpara village school in Mehsana. He
c o l l e c t s  m o n e y  b y  b e g g i n g  o u t s i d e  a  J a i n  t e m p l e  t h e r e .
He is one among the four individuals and one organization chosen for the award. The interesting
thing to note is that, of the four individuals chosen for the award three are known activists and
Prajapati is the only one, penniless.

On getting the award  the humble Prajapati said "I never expected such an honour for me because I
never do things with any expectation. My only expectation is that the children should study,
youths should be empowered and all should remain happy and contented. To fulfil that I keep
roaming in villages and look for needy people and if I find someone, I help them with open
hands."

TRI-COLOUR DISPLAYED ON BURJ KHALIFA REAFFIRMS UAE’S STRONG
CULTURAL & TRADE TIES WITH INDIA (TOI website)

The world's tallest building “Burj Khalifa’ in Dubai”, was
lit up in tri-colours - saffron, white and green - to celebrate
India's 68th Republic Day on their National Day.

WANT TO TRAVEL BANGALORE TO CHENNAI IN
30 MINUTES BY SURFACE TRANSPORT?(TOI website)

An US Entrepreneur Elon Musk has proposed to the Indian Government to make a vacuum tunnel

THE NEWS THAT ECHOED (from various websites)
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on pedestal to make travel between Bangalore to Chennai
possible in 30 minutes. The proposal names the project as
“Hyperloop”. The passengers can travel at a speed of 1200
Km per hr. Looks like a fiction? But it is feasible taking
into account the vacuum and frictionless drive technology
being a reality today.

The Hyperloop says ‘it can move people for a price of bus
ticket and that they are going to charge for the time taken
and not for the cost of transport. They further proposed
solar panels on top of the tubes and windmills on the pillars to tap energy to reduce operational
cost. The pod uses magnetic system to move. It needs energy only when it begins the journey and
can glide for more than 200 miles once it touches top speed.

18 DAYS TO TRAVEL BY DIRECT TRAIN FROM CHINA TO LONDON (Yahoo website)

China created history by making the world’s longest train track, 12000 km (about 7456 miles) and
running the inaugural freight train which covered the distance in 18 days to reach London starting
from Yiwu in the eastern Chinese province of Zhejiang.

It wasn’t strictly a ‘one train’. Differing rail gauge sizes meant the containers had to be switched
between locomotives along the way. The journey makes London the 15th European city to have a
direct rail link with China – part of its ‘One Belt, One Road’ project, launched in 2013. The
project’s aim is to revive the historic Silk Road trading route between China and the West. Faster
than sea travel and cheaper than air freight, this trip has been described as a milestone in China’s
‘push to build commercial links across Asia and Europe’.

WORLD’S FIRST UNDER WATER FLOATING TUNNEL  BY NORWAY (yahoo website)

Norway is the land of numerous fjords (almost about 1200), travelling through which is a tedious
and time taking task. The fjords are long, narrow, deep inlets of the sea between high cliffs formed
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by submergence of a glaciated valley. The geography is quite complex in these fjords making
travelling across the nation’s coastline a real hard task. The drive from Kristiansand to Trondheim
in Norway takes about 21 hours and one has to take as many as seven ferry crossings to continue
on the journey. Norwegian Public Roads Administration has proposed the world’s first underwater
floating tunnel through the Norwegian Sea. Such a tunnel will make travelling easier and will cut
down travel time by at least half. The cost of the proposed tunnel, if completed in time, has been
estimated at $25 billion, according to Wired magazine.

FOREIGNER RE-MARRIES AFTER 50 YEARS OF THEIR FIRST MARRIAGE, IN
INDIAN STYLE (TOI website)

They decided to celebrate their golden jubilee
anniversary by remarrying in Indian Style. Oscar Vargas
Varela, 81, and his wife Maria Guadalupe Hernandez de
Vargas, 76, from Mexico, married each other once again
to mark their 50th year of their wedding. The marriage
was solemnised in Hindu Tradition in a closed ceremony
of friends and loved ones in Ahmedabad.

The couple are the parents of five children and grand
parents of 10 children. The couple expressed “During our
previous visit to India, we were indeed inspired by the culture and warmth of the people here.
While we heard and read about little aspects of the culture here, we thought why not get a first-
hand experience by getting married. Little elements of each traditions have such beautiful and
deeper meanings," Wife Maria expressed "I am just as impressed as I was the first time when I met
him. And it is all the more special as we're reuniting in the bond of marriage, and that too so
traditionally."

PLASMA BOMB TO IMPROVE RADIO RECEPTION (Yahoo website)

The idea to improve radio communication over long
distance by directly seeding the ionosphere with plasma
is being mooted by USAF. The idea envisages to
detonate plasma bombs in upper atmosphere using a
fleet of micro satellites.

The curve-like shape of the Earth stops most ground-
based radio signals travelling more than 70 Km if not
supported by a boost. The USAF wants to add plasma to
the atmosphere using small Cube-Sats which can help
these signals bounce between the ionosphere and the ground and thus help them zigzag for much
greater distances.

PORTUGAL GOES VEGAN (care2-causes@newsletters.care2.com)

Becoming a vegetarian is gaining great popularity around the world these days. The vegetarian has
stretched further to a new dimension ‘VEGAN’. It means the vegetarians who renounce all milk
products too. Portugal has recently passed a law requiring all public cafeterias to offer at least
one vegan option to diners. That mandate applies to all public hospitals, prisons, schools,
universities and other public buildings. Within six months, all these cafeterias must provide a
minimum of one meal choice that is free from animal products. The law calls it a “strict vegetarian
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option.”

It depicts the will of the people and the country
respecting their will. Soon, Portuguese vegans
won’t have to struggle to maintain their ethical
or health-based dietary choices when they’re
stuck with eating cafeteria food in a public
building.

POLLUTED GANGA STILL HAS HEALING TOUCH

Ganga is well known to
have healing properties
but it is taken as a myth by
many. However, scientists
from the Institute of
Microbial Technology
(Imtech), Chandigarh,
have for the first time
proved with scientific
evidence that the Ganga
water does not putrefy
easily. A new virus has
been identified by them as
‘bacteriophages’ This
virus eats up the
bacteria in the river's
sediment .

Similar characteristic of Ganga water was found out by British Physician E Hanbury
Hankinre in 1896. His observation confirmed that the cholera microbes died within three
hours in Ganga water, but thrived in distilled water.

Imtech hs reaffirmed the phenomena with a very comprehensive research which revealed
that there are 20 to 25 types of bacteriophages in the river which can fight microorganisms
that cause diseases like tuberculosis, pneumonia, cholera and urinary tract infection, among
others.

The team collected samples from the highly polluted Haridwar-Varanasi stretch. Also part of
the project were National Environment Engineering Research Institute co-ordinating lab,
National Botanical Research Institute, Indian Institute of Toxicology Research and Central
Institute of Medicinal and Aromatic Plants.
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INCOME TAX RATES
FOR F.Y. 2017-18

Rate for the first slab from
threshold to 5 Lakhs will
be 5% (vs Currently 10%),
but the Tax-rebate by Sec.
87A will be 2500 upto net
income 3.5 Lakhs (vs 5000
upto net income 5 Lakhs
now). Thus even for non-
seniors, the effective zero-tax threshold
continues at 3 Lakhs. For income above 5
Lakhs there is no change  in the tax rates.
Hence net benefit of tax for a taxable income
above Rs 5 lakhs works out to be  Rs 12875 for
age less than 60, Rs 10300 for age 60-80, and
nil for age above 80. However, beyond 50
Lakhs taxable income there will be 10%
surcharge upto 1 crore; beyond 1 crore the
existing 15% surcharge will continue.
Education Cess @3% continues.

STRICT DEADLINE

I-T Return filing by 31.07.2018 continues.
However any delay will attract fine (5000 upto
31.12.2018 and 10000 thereafter). As for
Advance Taxes, the pattern of (cumulative)
15%, 45%, 75%, 100% of ‘TAX - TDS’ (if >
10000 Rs. and age < 60) will continue, with 1%
pm interest for shortfall; 15/6/17, 15/9/17,
15/12/17, 15/3/18.

NPS (NATIONAL PENSION SYSTEM)
DEDUCTION/EXEMPTION

The 25% (of your contribution) permitted
partial withdrawal will be tax-exempt by Sec.
10(12B). Also Section 10(12A) exempts 40%
of final corpus. For self-employed, deduction
against subscription to NPS will be doubled
(20% of Gross Total Income vs 10% now) by
Sec. 80 CCD (1). For all, there is also a Rs
50000 extra deduction (NPS) by Sec. 80 CCD
(1B).

VARISHTH PENSION BIMA YOJNA
( VPBY)

Any citizen 60+, can deposit (besides max 15
Lakhs in SCSS), 7.5 Lakhs max in LIC-VPBY
– it is just a ‘Govt. FD’ of 10 years giving 8%
interest i.e. here with 7.5 Lakhs full deposit you
can get Rs. 5000 interest every month. But it is
also taxable as in SCSS. Even for VPBY taken
in 2004 you can avail 2017 VPBY.

HOUSE-RELATED RULES

1.TDS ON RENT: If you are paying more than
Rs. 50000 pm rent, you have to start
deducting tax @ 5%, give TDS certificate to
house owner and remit the tax to ITO.

2.RENTED OUT OR VACANT (2nd) HOUSE:
The ‘loss’ in House Property Income in such
cases (it can occur due to Sec 24.1, interest on
home loan deductible without any ceiling)
will be restricted to 2 Lakhs, but excess loss
(if any) can be carried forward for 8 years.

3.SUBSIDY ON LOAN: First house on 20-year
loan may qualify for Govt. Interest
Subvention (Times of India, 10/2/17, p.11
gives an EMI table.) – as declared by Hon.
PM on 31/12/16. Income < 6L, 6-12L, 12-
18L : % reduction in interest is 6.5, 4, 3 on
component of loan upto 6L/9L/12L
respectively.

4.SALE OF HOUSE/PLOT: Just 2 years’
holding period will qualify for ‘long-term’
tag (vs 3 years now). As for houses older than
2001, the appreciation upto 31.03.2001 will
be pardoned off without any tax.

CASH LIMIT

Cash transaction above 2 Lakhs not permitted
(100% fine on taker of cash).

SIXTH CPC PRE-06 PENSION

Full (50%) pension is granted with just 20+
years’ service, for the 10 years from 1-1-2006
to 31-12-2015, to Pre-2006 retirees (O.M. April
2016). The 10 years’ arrears = 196 x rise in
pension (which is old pension x 33/n – old
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pension) if n was < 33. Further, as a
consequence, the 7CPC pension, which is Dec.
2015 pension x 2.57, will also rise by the 33/n
factor. NB : CPAO should do all this, fast.

TOUGH TO ACHIEVE 7CPC PENSION
PARITY

The 7CPC suggested a MATRIX method with
the noble objective of granting OROP-Style
equalization of pensions across batches. Pre-
2016 pensioners get 50% of the pay (service >
20 years) at the intersection of Row of ‘Stage in
Scale Achieved’ and Column of ‘Scale or
Level’. The same matrix is also applicable for
existing employees’ pay fixation on 01.01.2016
(looking up next higher figure, just above old
pay x 2.57). Here, Stage equals 1 + Increments.

It can be said that MATRIX is the best of
available methods with proper handling. But
the ‘Matrix Method’ (called ‘Option 1’ in
7CPC Report, 19.11.2015, Ch. 10 vs Option 2
of x 2.57) fails to do justice to Pre-1996
batches, so : need special adjustments for Pre –
96; and it even gives less pension to Post-2016
retirees than to those between 01.01.1996 and
31.12.2015 (2 batches) in some circumstances.
There is a lurking potential language ambiguity
too in Rule 10.1.67. Increments ‘Earned in the
last scale’ should be truly the Total of those
with which you enter the scale + more later.

On 06.10.2016 DOP & PW proposed, an
‘Option 3’:  Successive Notional Pay Fixation.
This will only accentuate disparities between
batches! For Top G (S-29) the pensions of Pre-
96, 96-05 & 06-15 batches are 81150, 91350 &

91350 by the ‘Matrix’ method;  by ‘Notional’
method they are 72100, 81150 and 91350! So
this goes against the 7CPC aim.

WHO MUST FILE INCOME-TAX
RETURN

Only if your “GTI (gross total income) + 10
(38) exempt gain” exceeds your threshold (2.5,
3 and 5 Lakhs for <60, 60-80, >80 age), you are
required to file. (Also: if there is any foreign
asset/income). Please link your ADHAR
CARD with PAN to validate ITR.

INCREASE IN DEARNESS ALLOWANCE
FOR CENTRAL GOV EMPLOYEES

2% increase has been announced by the
Government with efect from jan 1’2017. This
makes total DA 4%.

HAVE ANY QUESTIONS?

In case of any clarifications by the Central
Government Employees and pensioners, Mr P
S Desai can be contacted by SMS on
9824006712 .
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On a cruise, four persons share a lunch table.
Russian speaks of his pension proudly: ‘I do
no work but get twenty five percent of pay
free.’ Then British, Swede and Indian repeat
those words but their percentage are 50, 75
and 100. The other three exclaimed: ‘Indian
friend has a great retired life!’ The Indian
clarified: ‘I am not retired. My office (Foreign
Investment Promotion Board) is closed.. We
attend office, do no work and get paid as if it
is pension.’

WHAT IS A PONZI SCHEME

A Ponzi scheme is a fraudulent investment operation where the operator promises and pays
initial investors short-term returns that are far higher and unusual as compared to other
investment options available in the market. The returns are not from profit earned from
legitimate business, but from new capital collected from newer investors, enticed by the
promise of high returns.

It has been named after Charles Ponzi, who became notorious for using the technique in the US
in 1920. The scheme was inspired from the novels such as Charles Dickens' Martin Chuzzlewit
and Little Dorrit.
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CHILD LIKE PARENTS

Have you ever had the
experience of your child
jumping with joy when
they are super excited
about something? They
want to tell you all about
it, while they are jumping
just because it is so
exciting!

Now, how many times
have you held their hand
and jumped along with them, sharing their
excitement? Can you imagine the look of
surprise on their faces if you do that? Have you
ever jumped on the bed or the sofa with them?
Have you done 'silly things' with them like
eating the cream off the biscuits and leaving the
rest (for your spouse maybe :)), or make spit
bubbles, danced like crazy with your child or
played hide and seek - not as a parent, but as a
friend? Have you done join the dots with them
or colour forms in their colouring book?

If you have, you will remember the joy it
brought - both to you as well as to your child.
Yes, the child needs a parent, but sometimes, if
the child can see a friend in their parent, then
its a pleasant surprise, and we all love pleasant
surprises don't we? What is it that stops most
parents from acting child like in front of their
children?

There is a difference between being child-like
and childish. Parents being childish can be
disturbing, but parents being child-like can be
great fun for both the child and parent. So why
not take parenting as an opportunity to relive
your own childhood, with the maturity of an
adult? Go ahead and smell the flowers, pick up
those leaves and twigs for no reason, dance for
no reason and without music, jump around, lick
the cream off biscuits, count the stars, follow
butterflies, burst balloons, throw stones in a

pond to see how many times it bounces, swing
away on the garden swing or slide down the
slide. Bring back the inquisitiveness, and pure
unadulterated joy in your lives. Let your
children guide you to be Happy Adults. After
all, who can be better teachers of living joyfully
than our own happy go lucky children?

HOT TANDOORI MADE ON YOUR
DINNING TABLE

Have you ever dreamt of enjoying hot tandoori
roti made right on your
dinning table? Yes it is
possible now if you have a
electric toaster at home.
All you have to do is
make half baked tandoori
roti on hot tava. Suitably
store it till you sit on
dinning table to eat your
food. Keep the toaster on
your dinning table and plug it in to the electric
socket nearby. Now insert the half baked

tandooris into the toaster and lower its lever to
start the heating. In a short while the tandooris
will start swelling and getting brown. Keep it in
till it  attains the required crispiness. Remove
the lock of the lever to put off the toaster. Take
out the crisp tandor roti, apply ghee to your
taste and  enjoy the meals.

FAMILY PARK

KARUNAMAI
Vishruti.agrawal@gmai

VEENA
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ने २००७ , २
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| सन १९७० से २०१० -जतं ुऔर
| २५,००० ,

, , ,
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|

|

६ या ७ है
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|
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|
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|
, २००७ | हमे उसी

२ २०१७
को |

|

|

( , इसरो)
फ़ोन नंबर ९८२५६४६५१९
ईमेल sspokharna15@yahoo .com

MUSEUM LOUVRE AT A GLANCE

Location; Paris France

Visited by: 8700000 (8.7 million), highest for any museum in the world. However terror threat
has reduced the numbers.

Exhibits: Over 35000 world famous art work are exhibited. The paintings displayed belong to
13th century. The famous ones include Mona Lisa  painting made by Leonardo da Vinci, Liberty
leading the people by Eugene Delaroix in commemoration of French revolution, Roman
antiquities including Venus de Milo and sculptures of Michelangelo’s Renaissance period

Brief History: It was the Louvre Castle which was later converted to Museum. The
Louvre castle was built in 1190 under the reign of King Philippe Auguste. In 1546, Francis-I
razed the old castle and began the building of a royal residence. Almost every monarch in the later
years added something to the residency. The Louvre ceased to be a royal residence when Louis
XIV moved his court to
Versailles in 1682. The idea
of converting the royal
residency into an art museum
came in the 18th century and
the place was finally opened
to the public in 1793 by the
revolutionary government.
The entire complex was
remodelled in the 1980s and
1990s to make it more
accessible for visitors.
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LATEST CLASSIFICATION  OF CARS  THESE DAYS

HATCHBACK : These are small cars which
would accommodate around 5 people and it
doesn't have an extended boot.

SEDAN: Sedans have extended boot. These are
longer than hatchbacks and would not
accommodate more than 5 people.

SUV: Sports Utility Vehicles (SUV) are big cars.
These are designed to go over rough surfaces or
off road. These can accommodate about 5-7
people.

MPV: A Multi Purpose Vehicle (MPV) are
bigger than hatchback and looks like a hatchback
that has been extended to accommodate another
row of people. Used as people carriers. They can
carry around 5-7 people.

LUXURY CARS: Luxury cars do not have a special definition. They are generally
either a sedan or an SUV provided with sophisticated safety and comfort features.
These vehicles are very expensive vehicles and can not be afforded by common man
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Thanks for the VAANI JAN 2017. A well edited, informative ,worth reading and preserving. I
again sincerely thank you.

Kamlesh N Garg (son-in-law of Late Sri D C Goel)

Thanks to the team for once again bringing VAANI full of information and interesting articles.
SKSingh-IITRAAA

Thanks for the latest addition of IITR Alumni Jan iSSue of VAANI. Very informative and very
well prepared.

Harsh Gupta -a DA

Reviving the spirit of enthusiasm, ,encouraging members constantly to do better than the best is
editorial teams philosophy. Kudos to the editor and his team.

Velchamy-IITRAAA

I went thru "Vaani" January 2017 issue and enjoyed reading it. I liked reading "Illuminating
Thoughts" and "Why do we put Tilak on our Forehead". I liked the article on "Scram Jet Engine"
too and you should write one article on ISRO's programmes, in every furure VAANIS.

Dr M RSivaraman-Ret ISRO Scientist

Thanks for the brilliant production of Vaani by your team. Wish you all the best in the new year
and May Almighty bless you with vigour to add your talents to this useful magazine

Dr Bhupinder Singh , retd professor-IITR

Congratulation to you and your team to bring out the sizzling hot new addition of VAANI. I also
thank you for keeping me in the mailing list so that I am constantly getting the news about my
University/Institute fellows and their families besides getting some very valuable information
through various articles. It gives me immense pleasure in reading VAANI and I feel like closely
connected with my home country India even though I am sitting a long distance away from it. My
best wishes and regards to all,

Shubhendu Banerjee-past IITRAAA member

Thank you for sharing VANNI, I have circulated to our group mail of IITRAAN - IIT Roorkee
Alumni Association, Nepal Chapter. Cheers

sksscor@gmail.com

Thanks for latest issue of VAANII. As usual this time too ,it is full of information - the cover
design is very good, it gave us info on Ancient Civilisation, Aurora, Way we greet, info on our
satellite/ systems, CERC guidelines etc. All the persons who contributed must be thanked and
congratulated for these efforts

SKSingh

This is excellent indeed. Heartiest congratulations.
Dr S S Pokharna, retd ISRO Scientist

Just wish to know whether there is any place where all your Vaani issues are available?
Neeraj Johri-IITRAA Roorkee

Thank you Mr.Vijai Kumar for your Deepawali greetings. I trust you had a joyous celebration on
the occasion. Let me also compliment your continued efforts in bringing out VAANI so regularly.
The publication sets a very high standard which will be hard to follow for other groups. All good
wishes.

Prem Krishna -Retd Professor -IITR
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